What is NDBankPAC?

**Legislative Support**
NDBankPAC contributions do not guarantee that a candidate will vote our way. That is against the law. It does mean we are doing all we can to help legislators who understand our issues stay in office.

**PAC Defined**
PAC stands for "Political Action Committee" - A PAC is a highly regulated tool which allows groups of like-minded individuals to join their money together for common political goals.

**Committed to Action**
**No Party Affiliation**
NDBankPAC is less interested in party affiliation than it is with industry support. NDBankPAC does not limit its contributions to one political party. NDBankPAC contributions are public.

**Best Advantage**
Every little bit helps. NDBankPAC can gather money from each contributing bank employee and use it to the best advantage of our industry. Together we can make an impact.

**Bank Employees**
Because the NDBankPAC cannot accept corporate funds, we have to rely on bank employees in our mission.
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Advocacy

- 87 Bankers attended 2019 Banker Day at the Capitol and Legislative Reception in Bismarck.
- 21 Bankers, emerging leaders, and NDBA staff attended the 2019 ABA Washington Summit in Washington DC.

2018-2019 NDBankPAC Campaign Results

- 216 Employees and directors participated in the 2018 campaign.
- $37,400 In contributions made to 70 Legislative candidates and 2 Federal candidates in 2018.
- 60 Banks participated in the 2018 Campaign.